What Is a Buddy?

Color the pictures that show buddies. Put an X on each picture that does NOT show a buddy.

Name: ________________________________
Circle the pictures that show supervised swimming areas. Put an X on the pictures that are NOT safe for swimming.
What Does a Lifeguard Need?

Name:

Cut out the pictures of things a lifeguard needs. Paste them in the boxes below the picture of the lifeguard.
Draw a line from each drawing of a safety or rescue item a lifeguard might use to its correct name.
What Does a Lifeguard Need?

Name: ________________________________

Unscramble the words below to see what a lifeguard uses.

1. ishletw **whistle**

2. phdessreh krooc **shepherd's crook**

3. siftr dia tik **first aid kit**

4. serul **rules**

5. ginr byou **ring buoy**

6. hginneca lepo **reaching pole**

7. fisnellei **lifelines**

8. obkadorba **backboard**

9. uncrlisboa **binoculars**

10. sruocc beut **rescue tube**